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ABSTRACT

As crime rates keep spiraling each day, new challenges are faced by law enforcement agencies. They have to keep their on the lookout for any signs criminal activity. The law enforcement agencies should therefore be able to predict such increase or decrees or trends in crime. Such as theft, Killing. Crime that may occur in a particular area in a particular month, year, any timespan. Data mining is defined as a process of discovering hidden valuable knowledge by analyzing large amounts of data, which is stored in databases or data warehouse, using various data mining techniques such as machine learning, artificial intelligence, statistical. Many algorithms for data mining approach to help detect the crimes patterns. Data Collection, Data Preprocessing Phase, Data Filtering, Linear Regression. Wekasoft are used for collection of data analyzing. Visualization finally get results. The advantage of using this tool is that clustering will be performed automatically.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Data mining is a process of useful information and patterns from huge data. It is also called as knowledge discovery process, knowledge mining from data, knowledge extraction or data pattern analysis. This term originally referred to the algorithmic step in the data mining process, which initially was known as the Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) process. Data mining is a process that takes data as input and outputs knowledge.

2. METHODOLOGY AND ALGORITHM

The following formatting rules must be followed strictly. This (.doc) document may be used as

2.1. Data Filtering

An abstract instance filter that assumes instances form time-series data and performs some merging of attribute values in the current instance with attribute values of some previous (or future) instance. An instance filter that adds a new attribute to the dataset [4].
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2.2. Cluster Algorithm

We will show a simple clustering example here. Let us take an oversimplified case of crime record. A crime data analyst or detective will use a report based on this data sorted in different orders, usually the first sort will be on the most important characteristic based on the detective’s experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime Type</th>
<th>Suspect Race</th>
<th>Suspect Sex</th>
<th>Suspect Age</th>
<th>Victim Age</th>
<th>Weapon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Robbery</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Elderly</td>
<td>Knife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robbery</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Young</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Bat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robbery</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Elderly</td>
<td>Knife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robbery</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Young</td>
<td>Piston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murder</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Young</td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>Knife</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We look at table 1 with a simple example of crime list. The type of crime is robbery and it will be the most important attribute [4]. The rows 1 and 3 show a simple crime pattern where suspect description matches and victim profile is also similar.

2.3. Linier Regression

Numeric prediction is called regression. Regression is a data mining function that predicts a number. Age, weight, distance, temperature, income, or sales could all be predicted using regression techniques. For example, a regression model could be used to predict children’s height, given their age, weight, and other factors [5]. The simplest and oldest form of regression is linear regression used to estimate a relationship between two variables.

\[ X = W_0 + W_1 A_1 + W_2 A_2 + \cdots + W_k A_k \]
2.4. Terrorist-Behavior

Predicting terrorist attacks by group networks is an important but difficult issue in intelligence and security informatics. [14] According to our analysis, almost half (44 percent) of all terrorists examined lived within 30 miles of their targets. (See spatial analysis “Distance from Terrorist Residence to Target (All Groups).”) When the types of terrorist groups are examined separately, however, the finding are so much different.

3. IMPLEMENTATION

3.1. Data Collection

It includes criminal offenses and crime incidents in the city and county. The exploratory factor analysis was also used to reduce the large number of related variables to a more efficient number to avoid redundancy. Since crime is increasing at an alarming rate globally it is important to control it. [7] In order to reduce crime rates we need to study the crime rates of various places of a country. In this research all the states and union territories crime rate (Fig) is studied in detail for different types of crimes.

3.2. Compare a Crime Period Chart

Comparing crime statistics between different jurisdictions can be misleading without sufficient knowledge about local data and methods. In this article, direct comparisons between jurisdictions have been avoided and the focus is instead on developments over time.[8] Such comparisons rely on the assumption that the characteristics of the national recording systems, etc. are fairly constant over time.

Fig.3. Data Collection

Fig.4. Comparative to Crime Period
Out of 23,883 total crime incidents recorded from January to November 2018, City Police Office recorded the highest number of crime incident at 14,328 or 59.99%, followed del Norte Police Provincial Office at 5,053 or 21.15%, del Sur Police Provincial Office at 3,783 or 15.83% while Police Provincial Office recorded the lowest crime incidents at 1,719 or 7.19%.

Data mining is a new discipline lying at the interface of statistics, database technology, pattern recognition, machine learning, and other areas. We looked at the use of data mining for identifying crime patterns using the clustering techniques. Our modeling technique was able to identify the crime patterns from a large number of crimes making the job for crime detectives easier. Detected some feature for criminal identify system. Such as non-educated person, record all crimes, identify any person with criminal background in any event or group, Voice analysis, non-secure area etc.

4. Future Work

As a future extension of our work, we plan to apply more classification models to increase crime prediction accuracy and to enhance the overall performance. It is also a helpful extension for our study to consider the income information for neighbourhoods in order to see if there are relationships between neighbourhood’s income level and their crime rate. Moreover, we intend to analyses Los Angeles demographics information with its crime findings. Furthermore, we want to study other crimes datasets from new cities along with their demographics datasets. Last but not least, we hope by publishing this paper starting a trend of crimes prediction, which can help law enforcements and keep our community safer for everyone.
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